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Dyad or Triad Conversation                 



Listening Dyads or Triads

● Something that’s bringing me joy lately….

● I’m learning to let go of….



Welcome to our January Seminar!
The Flow. 

 

 Saturday | 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
• Meta-Moment

• Process Mapping

• 2023 Sonoma County Youth Truth Survey 

• Capstone Project Consultancy 



Notice moments of 
discomfort & stay curious. 

Listen fully-- with our ears, 
eyes & heart. Honor our 
norm of confidentiality, 
“What I say here, stays 
here.”

Speak our truth without fear of 
blame or judgement. We 
acknowledge that speaking truth 

requires courage & vulnerability. 

Remain open to the 
experience of the program 
and of each other. We 
acknowledge that all growth 
is rooted in our openness to 
discovery.

Community Agreements
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Meta-Moment
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Meta-Moment
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Your Best Self
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Draw how to make toast.



Draw Toast 

https://www.drawtoast.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vS_b7cJn2A
https://www.drawtoast.com/


“You can not improve a 
process if you don’t 

understand it.”

-W. Edwards Deming



Process Mapping 

What is it?  A graphical representation of the steps that come 
together to produce a particular outcome.

How do you make one? Go and see the process in action OR 
facilitate a discussion with the people that are involved in 
enacting the process.

Why is it useful? Processes are a basic building block of systems 
and process maps create a shared understanding of “what is.”



Kindergarten Process Map

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qm6Hhn4GEt4C8IJuVJXYML8NSAG8MDae
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qm6Hhn4GEt4C8IJuVJXYML8NSAG8MDae


Let’s Process Map! 

◻ Create a process map of process that relates to 
the challenge in focus for your Capstone Project 
or for a process you would like to create a 
Meta-Moment for. 

Start of 
Process 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3.… Resolution



Reflect and add detail to your map using these 
questions as a guide:

◻ Time – How long?

◻ Space – Where does the step take place?

◻ Human Resources – Who does the step?

◻ Communication– how is this step communicated?

◻ Can you identify any bottlenecks or unclear steps in the 
process?

Process Map Analysis



Program Updates 

• Graduation Celebration 
– Friday March 8th, 2024 @ 4:30-6:00 p.m. 

• UC Davis Credit Window to Enroll 
– Wednesday, February 7th to Saturday, February 24th 

• Program Reflection/Feedback  

https://forms.gle/FDLWpPCv4VqaV8iV8
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https://www.sonomacf.org/nonprofits/the-sonoma-county-youthtruth-survey/
https://www.sonomacf.org/nonprofits/the-sonoma-county-youthtruth-survey/


Reflection & Discussion Prompts

● Identify 1 data theme that stand 
out as especially compelling or 
relevant. 

● Identify/highlight 1 specific data 
point or finding that surprised you. 

● How does this data connect with 
your own observations of your 
school, district & community?

● What question(s) did your review 
of this data set the data generate?



Capstone Project Purpose

Apply key concepts & experiences 

from our teacher leadership program 

to address a complex problem of 

practice or educational challenge in 

your context. 



Capstone Project 
Reflection Protocol





An appreciation I’m carrying away 
from this time together….

An area of growth I’ve noticed in my 
leadership work….


